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Last Bulletin of the season and as always it coincides with the
Ayrshire AGM. This time Eddie McGeough steps down as
Chairman. Eddie returned to Ayrshire a few years ago, at a time
when the ABU were struggling to get to grips with new technology
and had a website that was in need of an upgrade. In a short time
we had a new website and our I.T. issues faded away. On top of the
many hours Eddie gave us working on the new website he also
agreed to join the ABU council as the Vice President. For the last
two years as President he has again given us much of his time, as
well as spending more countless hours improving the website and
resolving issues. I’d like to say to Eddie that he can now have a
rest, but we still need him!
Ex-President Sandy Anderson is coming off the council this time
after serving many years as National convenor prior to taking on
the President’s role. Many thanks Sandy for the work you’ve done
and the laughs you’ve given us at the council meetings!

The Ayrshire cup final was played at the end of March.
Congratulations to the winners - David Wiseman, Sandra Wiseman,
Ian Burn and Bobby Moore.
Results…..…………………….13
The Ayrshire Congress took place on 11th/12th April: In the Pairs
Stoian Kableshkov and Andy Raeburn finished second. Shirley
Moore and Neil Falconer won the Silver prize and Maureen Rennie
and Sharon Lindsay won the Bronze prize. The following day in the teams only 5 Ayrshire teams competed. In a
high quality field Stewart Duguid, Sandy Anderson, Sam Malkani and Stuart McCreadie finished second, just 4 VPs
behind the first place team.
Robin Gardiner, very sadly, passed away this month. His good humour, wit and love of life is what I shall
remember. At the bridge table there was nobody better at lifting their partner’s spirits after a bad board.
Robin’s funeral arrangements as follows :Friday 1st May in Dundonald Parish Church, Main Street, Dundonald at 1pm. Then on to Holmsford Bridge
Crematorium Dreghorn 2pm, then South Beach Hotel Troon.
Family Flowers only.
Collection for Myeloma UK.
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By Janice Thomson

This month's interviewee is Jim Tudor (I read somewhere that he is everyone's favourite ☺).
Jim is the current Vice-Chairman of the A.B.U. and he is about to take over as Chairman. He has been the Education Officer
(amongst other posts) for the last few years and many players have benefited from the Play & Learn sessions he originally
instigated and continues to organise.
Here are Jim's responses:
1. How did you get in to Bridge Jim? Do you come from a card-playing family perhaps?
How long have you been playing?
My Grandparents, especially, were keen card players. As children we often used to play a variety of card games with them. My
Granddad did play bridge as well, but unfortunately it was only after he died that I took up the game. I’m told he played Vienna
with an 18-19 opening 1NT. Perhaps just as well I never partnered him!
Whilst working nightshift in 1987 one of the young lads there, Ian Lester, taught a few of us to play bridge during the breaks. At
the time he only had a very basic knowledge of the game. I quickly got obsessed with bridge, started reading books and was
soon teaching him! For about 18 months Ian and I played once a week at a club close to work, dashing off at the end of the
bridge, normally turning up late for the start of the nightshift.
Ian also played rugby, his girlfriend eventually gave him an ultimatum to choose between bridge and rugby. He made the wrong
choice!
2. What is it about the game that you like? Give us a short description of the system you play with some of the reasons
you choose it.
The game is mostly quite fast (should be anyway!) and incredibly varied. It requires- imagination…logic…quick
thinking…psychology…working as a partnership. I think because it requires so many human facets to play the game well, it
may be part of the reason it is so addictive.
The systems I play are pretty straight forward (some might say basic!). With Alison I play Reverse ‘Benjy’ (weak 2s in the
Majors) with a weak No-trump and with John Bryson, standard Acol with a few conventions thrown in.
I don’t really have a strong preference for any system as long as both of us in the partnership know our system, that’s the main
thing. I hate getting a bad result through a system misunderstanding, but can live with a bad result caused by the system.
3. You are a very keen player and play at a good few clubs...tell us about these clubs. For example, are they much the
same in the way of ambience, enthusiasm, new folk coming along etc.?
I play at Kyle, Savoy, Riggs and if I’ve a day off work, Afton. My ideal club would be one playing with the speed of the Savoy,
table numbers of the Riggs, sociable tea break (and excellent organisation!!) of the Afton and the fist fights of the Kyle!
Seriously though, the Kyle has gained a bad reputation which means they see very few new members joining. This reputation
was perhaps warranted at one time, but I do think it is improving and can be popular again.
4. You instigated the “Play & Learn” afternoons. These have been going very successfully now for some time. They
attract quite large numbers. Please tell us about these and why you think they are popular with relatively newish players
(and some not so new to the game).
The ‘Play & Learn’ format is derived from Ian Dalziel’s ‘post-mortem’ sessions at his classes. He helped me with advice and
materials in getting it going. I once witnessed Ian doing a solo post-mortem session between 3 tables. I felt exhausted just
watching him race between the tables giving his quick-fire analysis.
Why are they popular? Probably because it is combined playing and learning! Using random hands means the players get to
hear comments from the helpers on numerous areas of bridge so, with no pre-set traps in the hands the genuine analysis of the
boards means ‘real life’ situations are being discussed.
5. You have served on the A.B.U. council for a number of years and more recently on the S.B.U. Council. Can you
describe how these two bodies operate, are they quite similar?
Similar-ish. The decision-making process is the main difference I notice. The A.B.U., as a group, discuss most issues and
democratically make decisions. This is normally done at the Saturday morning meetings although more these days are decided
through email communication (you would think this would make the meetings shorter, but it doesn’t!). The S.B.U. meet every
two or three months, which is not that often when you take into account all they need to discuss. So, they have set up a number
of sub-committees to preside over the different areas, Finance; Competitions; Member Services … This is necessary to deal
with everything going on, especially at the moment where a number of changes are ongoing. But it results in decisions being
taken by these small groups with these decisions often delivered as a fait accompli to the rest of the committee. So the

democratic process is not quite as it was intended here I feel. However, the overall intent of both the S.B.U .and
A.B.U. is positive for the progression of bridge, it’s just that sometimes they/we get it wrong.
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2
6. Do you have somewhat of a mission for your term of office as Chairman? What area/s of development do you plan
or wish to take forward/improve?
Perhaps initially I had notions of a ‘mission’ but as the A.G.M. fast approaches I nervously just hope that I can do a competent
job. However, I intend to put myself about a bit(!) and hope people will see me as approachable and will feel free to give me
their views on anything Ayrshire-bridge related.
One of the A.B.U.’s main roles is to oversee the running of competitions. Some of these, like the Tourney Cup, are struggling
whereas new ones like the revived Ayrshire Individual and revamped ones like the Ayrshire Pairs have seen many local
players of all standards competing. We need the ‘many’ players to keep entering these and it can only be done if the
experience for them is pleasant and enjoyable. Therefore I feel us ole-timers all need to be friendly and welcoming. I see part
of my role as encouraging the more experienced players to support this approach.
7. a)You are going to have a busy time what with being Chairman; Education Officer; Newsletter Editor; writing
articles for the website/local press; Editor of the Bulletin and playing several times a week not to fail to mention being
captain of the Kyle team. Oh, and I forgot about you also being a panellist with the Bidding article in the Bulletin.
Phew...makes me tired just typing that list!! Will you continue with all of these? If yes, why? If no, what will you drop
from the list and why?
It’s probably about time that I passed on the Bulletin editor role. I don’t know if I feel entirely comfortable being Bulletin
editor whilst being President. The editor should not always toe the line but should be in a position to question where
necessary. However, it is quite a time consuming job so recruiting a volunteer might not be so easy.
I’d like to continue in some way with Education, even if it’s not with the title of ‘Education Officer’. A large number of
people are now doing a lot in this area - Maureen Rennie, Henry Crone, Thomson Kerr and many more outside of the A.B.U.
council, including you Janice, through beginner’s classes, mini-bridge and Play & Learn. So a good time to be part of this
group and try to help keep the momentum going.
b) Apart from the post of Chairman which you have yet to experience, which of the other jobs gives most satisfaction
and why?
I would say the Education role mainly because of the Play & Learn. The afternoon sessions can be exhausting, but it’s very
enjoyable and also it teaches me about bridge teaching, so we’re all learning.
8. Now Jim, before we close this interview with the Fun Section I must ask about the Ayrshire Pairs. You and John
(Bryson) have won this a record-number of times. Is there a winning partnership formula here? If asked (and I am
asking !) what partnership tips, in general, would you offer ?
We do seem to save our best (or luckiest!) bridge for the Ayrshire Pairs. My saying this will probably put the hoodoo on us for
evermore.
There can be bridge chemistry in a partnership I’m sure. You see some excellent players (no names) partnering one another
and not performing as well as you’d expect. I think that when a partnership shares the same approach to the game they’re
more likely to do well. For instance, a pair might like to play an artificial system. Regardless of whether that system is good
or not the important thing is that both are enjoying playing it and are comfortable with it. John and I play basic Acol and use
simple carding methods. This suits us both. From my own point of view it keeps things simple for me - bridge is difficult
enough for me without having to additionally strain my brain with complex systems!

Now the Fun Section:
...favourite colour? Red, matches my eyes. Actually does, with these eye-drops I’m taking.
...food? Tomatoes.
...music? Bruce Springsteen, been a fan since I was 15. So… about 20 years !!
...book/s? I read some philosophy from time to time, particularly like “Notes from the Underground” by Dostoevsky, read
this numerous times. Also liked the Stig Larsson trilogy and the Jonathan Franzen books you recommended to me Janice,
were excellent. Bridge authors – Mike Lawrence, Terence Reese and Victor Mollo are my favourites.
...t.v.? At the moment I’m enjoying watching ‘Suits’ (it’s on “Dave”).
...film/s? “It’s a Wonderful Life” & “Pulp Fiction” (not much difference between the two!)
...pastimes other than Bridge? (Do you have the time ?!) Photography. Started last year and enjoying it, but finding that
I’m a slow learner.
Jim, a great set of responses. “It's a Wonderful Life” and “Pulp Fiction” are indeed more than a tad different but both are
terrific films. However, “Notes from the Underground”... takes a bit of discipline to keep going with that one!
Now I know why you are so calm at the table!!
Thanks for providing great reading for the readers of our Bulletin and every best wish when you take up your position as
Chairman of the Ayrshire Bridge Union.
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The Singleton King

By Jim Tutor

What is the value of a singleton King? For many years I followed the advice given in a beginner’s book
written by Victor Mollo of counting one point for a singleton king. In recent years when deciding if a hand
warranted an opening bid I have attributed the full 3 points to a singleton King. In my experience, so far
anyway, this hasn’t led to any disasters! So my advice at Play & Learn sessions has been to ‘count
everything’ – Until that advice was thrown back at me from a player responding to an opening bid :
North-South had bid too high to 6♦. When I asked for the bidding
South had opened 1♦ and North had responded 2♥. I said to North
that the bid was a bit of a stretch when the value of the ♠K is
unknown. “But you told me to count everything” was the reply.
I’d been caught out!

North
♠K
♥AQ652
♦K62
♣KJ54

So, I need to re-evaluate my advice…..
In bidding there are moments to be optimistic and times to be cautious. Whilst in optimistic mode we might count 3
points for our singleton King but sometimes you can go slowly when responding and see if your singleton is more
likely to be worth 3 points.
With the hand above look a step ahead – if you respond 2♥ to an opening 1♦ then partner might rebid 3♦ and all of
a sudden you have an awkward bid –either raise to 4♦ / 5♦ or bid 3NT.
Whereas a 1♥ response should give you less of a headache when partner rebids 2♦ as you can now say 3♣ (new suit
at the 3 level is forcing).
There is a slight flaw in this analysis as partner might, instead, bid 1♠ after your 1♥ response so potentially
increasing the value of the ♠K. Your next bid would then be 2♣ - Fourth suit forcing, or 3♣ - Natural, if that’s your
system.
So this is an instance of being cautious – because you can
be cautious, you don’t have to gamble on the value of the
♠K as you will be bidding to Game anyway and the
subsequent auction may determine if a slam is likely.

So, when to be optimistic as responder -

North
♠8652
♥K
♦ K 10 5 3 2
♣ 10 4 2

You partner opens 1♣. If you discount the
singleton king or give it one point then you are
likely to Pass. Yet the hand has potential if
partner has a good hand.
Additionally, the opponents are more inclined
to stay out of the auction if both opponents are
bidding. So, if partner is strong, responding 1♦
might pay off and if partner is minimum for his
opening bid then the opponents might misjudge. Might not of course, but a busy bidder is more difficult for
opponents to contend with than one who doesn’t stretch to find a bid.
One, perhaps obvious, point to make is that if the opponents bid the suit you hold the singleton king in, then don’t
attribute any points for this card when bidding.
To try and summarise in two sentences – If you have sufficient points to open or respond when counting zero
points for your singleton king then bid/respond initially as if your King is worth nothing.
If you don’t have enough points to bid when counting zero for the singleton king then attribute 3 points to the King
and bid accordingly. i.e. be optimistic.
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One reason I rarely play on Bridge Base Online (BBO) is the remote nature of play. It is normally difficult to get any
sense of whether an opponent has a problem in the bidding or play. A hesitation could just mean somebody has dunked
their Jammy Dodger and is savouring it before they play to the next trick!
At the recent Ayrshire congress Swiss teams, table presence was necessary to land a slam…..

Mr West
Lead ♠4

Alison Tudor
♠KQ3
♥KJ9
♦K9643
♣A9

Mrs East

Jim Tudor
♠A75
♥A2
♦J5
♣KQ7532

Bidding
Jim
1♣
1NT
5♥*

Alison
1♦
4NT*
6NT

The 1NT rebid was a little skewed but
rebidding 2♣ seemed too little and 3♣ too
much – our resident bulletin teacher, Jim
Tutor would probably not approve!
*4NT we play as - always Blackwood, to
reduce misunderstandings!

Mr West led a Spade. I need a 3-2 Club break or I’m not making it. Then I need to find one more trick. Either the
Heart finesse or play for the ♦A to be on my left. Mr West had led quite quickly so if he did hold the ♦A then he
didn’t pause to consider leading it. A slightly woolly inference, but all the same……
Anyway, I don’t need to commit to anything immediately so I start to play off Clubs and luckily they do break,
Mrs East had J 10 doubleton. As I start to play off the Clubs Mrs East becomes increasingly more uncomfortable.
Mr West is giving some thought as well but not as much as Mrs East who is in increasing agony after every card
is played. After 5 rounds of Clubs (Mr West having discarded a couple of Spades) I take 3 rounds of Spades. Mrs
East has a doubleton and on the third Spade I pass her a hanky to mop her brow (OK, perhaps a little dramatic
licence there). I come back to hand with the ♥A. At this stage it’s confirmed in my mind, Mrs East has got 3
Hearts to the Queen and also the ♦A. So neither the ♥Q nor the ♦A is situated kindly for me. However, I’m now
playing the hand double dummy (i.e. I know where all the important cards are) and on my final Club Mrs East
reluctantly lets go the ♦10. These are the last three North-South cards:I play the ♦5 from hand; as it happens the Queen
appears from Mr West. Mrs East takes the Ace but, as
I knew, had only Hearts left and returned one into the
KJ for a satisfying +1430.
When our team mates, Anne Braid and Jim Wilcox
returned to the table I saw that their N-S opponents
were in 3NT, also making 12 tricks. I asked Anne
what the lead was and it was the same. I asked if he
struggled to make 12 tricks as it was quite a tricky
hand to play. “No” she replied, “he just seemed to
rattle them off”.

Alison Tudor
♠♥KJ
♦K
♣Jim Tudor
♠
♥2
♦J5
♣-

When driving home with Alison I said “That slam was made on a strip squeeze. Would it have killed the
opponents to say ‘well played’ at the end?”
Oh well, nowt as queer as folk.
The complete deal is shown on page 6
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Continued from page 5
On the Sunday evening I decided to have a look at the hand and relive my moment!
When I looked at board 28 I couldn’t Adam & Eve my Mince pies (believe my eyes that is!!)

Mr West
♠ 10 8 6 4 2
♥Q63
♦Q7
♣864

Alison Tudor
♠KQ3
♥KJ9
♦K9643
♣A9
Jim Tudor
♠A75
♥A2
♦J5
♣KQ7532

Mrs East
♠J9
♥ 10 8 7 5 4
♦ A 10 8 2
♣ J 10

The Minibridge guide to
Signalling
Devised by Stewart of
Troon Primary.
1. Head to the side = Spades
2. Tongue out = Hearts
3. Ahhh = Play low
4. Kick under the table = Play high
5. Wave at someone = Clubs
6. Stamp the ground = Diamonds
7. Say “Dinosaurs” = Play in game
8. Say “Good luck” = Part score
9. Yawn = Let’s beat these suckers!

The ♥Q was with Mr West all the while.
I’d read it completely wrong. Unbeknown to me
it was Mr West that was getting squeezed and had
to bare his ♦Q to hold on to his three Hearts.
So what was Mrs East’s dilemma? I’m guessing
she didn’t want to give away the situation in
Hearts by discarding them, as then I’d know to
take the finesse.

So much for my people-reading skills guiding me to the
right line of play!
I’m going on BBO, it’s much under rated you know ……….

The Agnes Templeton Trophy
by Gordon Smith
The 2015 Primary Schools Minibridge Competition for the
Agnes Templeton Trophy was held in the Bridge Centre on
the morning of Wednesday 22nd April.
Glenburn, Troon and Wellington took part, with a total of 20
children playing, and, as usual, none of the youngsters
seemed to be too upset about missing a morning in class.
Despite having played very little Minibridge (several of the
children had played for only a very few weeks), the
youngsters did very well.
With suitable entertainment and things to eat, partly provided
kindly by Pollok Williamson, at appropriate times, the
number of bad jokes being kept to a minimum and the
speeches being very short, everyone had a good time. The
behaviour of the adults in attendance is to be commended as
it was nearly as good as that of the youngsters, although the
celebration by the boys section of the Troon team was
somewhat raucous.
Kristie Dunlop and Daniel Steven of Troon won the prize for
the best North-South score while Ellie Wylie and Isla Ross of
Glenburn won the East-West prize, and Troon won the
Agnes Templeton Trophy for the third year in a row.
Ayrshire is in need of more Minibridge teachers so, if you
think you may be interested, please contact Maureen Rennie
who can tell you more about role. Ed
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An Open Forum for anyone who would like to submit any
opinions, questions, gossip, suggestions, comments, abuse………
(Submissions can be sent by email to : james_tudor@msn.com , or phone me on 01563 830130)
Who is taking over as ABU President at the AGM?
Lou Rolz
Jim Tudor is taking over from Eddie McGeough (subject to no other proposals!). Please give Jim an easy time! Ed.

The front page of the Bulletin makes no reference to bridge. How are people supposed to know
what it’s about?
Iain Anderson (new bulletin reader – not a bridge player………yet!)
Maureen Rennie suggested I print this extract from the Better Behaviour campaign:
Please Ask Nicely!
Many players are intimidated by aggressive questioning.
Inexperienced players are particularly vulnerable: they may not understand the question, or know what
kind of answer is expected.
You are entitled to know opponents’ partnership agreements:
“During the auction and before the final call, any player may request, but only at his own turn to call, an
explanation of the opponents’ prior auction. He is entitled to know about calls actually made, about
relevant alternative calls available that were not made, and about relevant inferences from the choice of
action where there are matters of partnership understanding.”
“After the final pass and throughout the play period, either defender at his own turn to play may request
an explanation of the opposing auction. At his turn to play from his hand or dummy, declarer may request
an explanation of a defender’s call or card play understandings.”
Law 20F: Explanation of calls
Such questions are answered by the partner of the player who made the call or play, as fully and helpfully
as possible.
What is important is the manner in which the question is posed:
Do NOT
Adopt a ‘Bad Cop’ line of questioning.
Put words into opponent’s mouth: “Is that Drury?”
Repeat the same question in a louder voice.
Insist on an explanation when told ‘we have no agreement’.
Ask ‘what are you taking this as?’
DO
Remain polite at all times
Ask clearly: if your original question is met with a blank expression try to clarify.
Make sure you have fully understood the reply to your question: follow up if necessary.
Be Nice!
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What would you bid now?
By Brian Senior
The basic system is Acol (incorporating 3 Weak 2s, so 2C is the only forcing opener) with a 12-14 NT; Stayman;
red suit transfers over 1NT/2NT; weak jump overcalls; RKCB; splinters.
In competition: negative/responsive/competitive doubles/support doubles and redoubles; Lebensohl after an
overcall of our 1NT and after our takeout double of their weak two’s. Michaels.
To add interest, marks will be awarded out of ten. The bid with the most votes will automatically receive 10
marks. To break a tie, I will use my casting vote. I will use my discretion to award the other marks. If I like a bid, I
will give it a high mark even though there are not many votes for it.
Here are the problems. Decide your answers first and read on…

① South
♠ 9852
♥ Q843
♦8
♣ KQT2

Problem 1.
All vul; imps

Dealer West

South
♠ 9852
♥ Q843
♦8
♣ KQT2

②

All vul; imps
W N
E
S
1H* P 1NT** P
P X
2D ?

*E-W play 4 card
majors and strong NT.
**Wide range

South
N/S vul ; imps
♠ 832
W N E
♥ 65
- 1S
X
XX
♦3
- P 3S X
♣ QT97653

③ South
S
P
3C*
?

*Pre-emptive

Whatever hand-type partner is looking
at, he was willing to come into a non-fit
auction from the opposition. What is
certain is that we must have a fit in one
W N
E
S of our three suits. The trick will be to find
1H* P 1NT** P it, but to pass seems unduly cautious.
P X
2D ? This is the simple answer:

*E-W play 4 card
majors and strong
NT.
**Wide range

Marks: 2S – 10, Dble – 9, Pass – 7,
2H – 6, 3C – 3.
Jim: Pass – My HQ doesn’t rate 2
points if I’m declaring and the
opponents have the balance of points.
From time to time you compete with
hands like this and before you know
it the opponents have been propelled
into a making 3NT.
Janice: Pass – I have a bad feeling
of quite a bit of opposition ruffing
going on if I bid 2S. For starters we
look to have a heart fit!; partner did
not wish to show a holding of four
spades with a first round double; my
spades are rubbish and partner might
have diamonds. We are vulnerable,
is it worth the risk? It is not a big
IMP loss to us if it makes. If it goes
off, they are vulnerable too. I Pass.

Sam: 2S – Partner must have a good
hand, so I am worth a bid.
Sandy: 2S – What else?
Stewart: 2S – Partner must have a
decent hand so I will advance with 2S as
I have a smattering of points and ruffing
values.
So, partner has a good hand? It is
possible as, contrary to Jim’s view, the
opposition have not shown the balance of
the points – If East has a six-card suit, as
his bidding suggests, he would show it
even with only 5 or 6 HCP.
Yvonne plays the delayed double in a
different manner to the previous group:
Yvonne: 2S – expect partner to have a
light t/o double of hearts, so seems
normal to compete for the part score.
While Stuart sees the one sure fit as
being in hearts, hence partner’s inability
to double on the first round:

N/S vul; imps

♠ Q8763 W N E S
♥ K43
- 1D P 1S
P 4H* P 5C
♦ 76
P 5D P ?
♣ KQ5
*Heart void, Spade
support
Stuart: 2H – Has partner got an
opening values including a heart suit,
and was unable to make a take-out
double on the first round? Or has he
made the second round double for
take-out with four spades and
balancing values? I think he should
have the former and I bid 2H. What
would double from me mean? I am not
sure and steer clear of that option.
The traditional meaning of North’s
combination was a decent hand
including heart length, while I suspect
that more of the younger players
would play it the way Yvonne
describes. For me, there is no
guarantee of four or more hearts in
partner’s hand, but he does have the
wrong distribution for an immediate
double, hence there is an implication
of some heart length. If so, he rates to
be missing one of the other suits to
explain why he could not afford to
double on the first round of the
auction.
All of that leaves us awkwardly
placed, in that we cannot be sure
where our fit lies. And what do we do
when we want to compete but don’t
know in which suit? We make a takeout double and, to answer Stuart’s
question, that is what I believe double
to mean in this situation, making it the
perfect solution.

Continued on page 9
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jump to 5C certainly shows something
positive about the hand, and perhaps that
will often be diamond shortage, but 5C
hardly tells him. If you really want to tell
partner about the diamond shortage…

continued from page 8
Problem 2.
N/S vul; imps; dealer South.

South
♠ 832
♥ 65
♦3
♣ QT97653

W N E
1S X XX
P 3S X

S
P
3C*
?

*Pre-emptive

Marks: 4/5C – 10, 4D – 7, Pass – 6.

Stuart: 4D – Partner appears to have
made a game try/slam try with clubs
implicitly agreed. I accept his game
invitation and en route cuebid my second
round diamond control. What about that
redouble? Using standard methods it
should mean that he has at the most
tolerance in spades and that he “can take
care of” the other three suits. I prefer to
believe partner.

Jim: Pass – East’s double allows me a
couple of options. Hopefully passing will Partner did not bid 3NT, nor did he bid
convey that my hand, and club suit, is
one of the unbid suits, so he presumably
dire!
has a strong hand including some sort of
a club fit. Quite possibly, he was hoping
But is passing the correct way to show a that we might be able to bid 3NT and
bad hand? Perhaps, as partner has
then run the club suit. This will be a bit
committed us to a higher level, the
of a personal style situation but, if you
sooner we get there the weaker we are – believe that your 3C bid suggested a
a fast arrival situation? That seems to be seven-card suit, then you have nothing to
what is intended by this next group:
spare and should follow whichever route
you believe to be weakest. If, on the other
Stewart: 4C – Again partner must have a hand, you believe that 3C showed only
decent hand but I am really poor so 4C is six cards, then you have an extra trick
my bid.
and can make a more encouraging call –
for me, this is 5C.
Sam: 4C - Partner has a very good hand.
I considered bidding 5C, but 4C is
As is the case far more often than not,
enough.
when you have votes to either side, the
middle ground looks to be the best, hence
Yvonne: 4C – We've got what we
4D is a bit too much – and how does
advertised, and nothing extra. If game is partner know that this is a shortage
on, partner will bid it. Having some
rather than a high card (you would still
system to differentiate between bidding
have bid 3C with the king of diamonds
4C, passing and redoubling here would
added to your hand), while following the
be useful.
weakest route seems a little timid.
As suggested above, I would play this as
a fast arrival situation, making 4C the
weakest action. The most important
thing, however, is to be on the same
wavelength as partner.
Janice: 5C – Partner could hardly make
a more strength-showing bid. I have
shown my hand with my 3C preemption. I go for the club game. I have
my rationale ready for any inquest...

Problem 3.
N/S vul; imps; dealer North.

South
♠ Q8763
♥ K43
♦ 76
♣ KQ5

W
P
P

N
1D
4H*
5D

E S
P 1S
P 5C
P ?

*Heart void, Spade
support

Sandy: 5C – At IMPs and Vul. 4C
Marks : 5S – 10, 6S – 7, 5H (If Last
would be a free bid but partner will never Train) – 6.
know about the singleton diamond, so I'll
tell him.
Jim: 5S – Hand 2 from November’s
bulletin - I was only awarded 7 points for
Sandy clearly does not play fast arrival
my 5C bid then! I’ve made one try with
here. As for the singleton diamond, the

5C, partner can take it from here…. or
not.
You only scored 7 points in November
because you were alone in choosing to
bid 5C. As you may guess from the fact
that we are seeing the next round of
the auction, that was the bid chosen at
the table, and it had not solved the
problem.
Stuart: 5S – I have already cooperated with the slam try with my 5C
cuebid. It is just possible to construct a
hand for partner consistent with his
bidding when he is missing two black
Key cards. Perhaps conservative, but
partner is better placed to decide the
final contract.
Janice: 5S – Partner knows that I have
accepted his invitational splinter-ask.
Now I show him my hand has some
limitations and leave the final restingspot to him.
Yvonne: 5S – We've had this hand
before! I bid 4NT. Really wish I could
go back a step and bid 4NT again,
because 5C hasn't really gotten us
anywhere. Without any keycards, it
feels ridiculous to be bidding slam.
We've shown extras with 5C, so
partner will know to go on when it's
right to. 5H is an option as last train,
but I don't think we're good enough for
that.
That sums up my view of the hand – we
have 7 HCP and a fifth trump, but no
key cards. The 5C bid showed that we
had a decent hand as we were willing
to go past game, but that is surely
enough – isn’t it?
Sandy: 6S – This hand and question
look very familiar and again, because
of the big fit in partner's suits, I'm
bidding 6S. But I would have chosen
4NT before 5C, I think looking for
Seven by cuebidding 6C is risky.
Sam: 6S - If I make any other bid
partner may bid 7S. This is a bid too
far.
Stewart: 6S – What to do here. I need
partner to hold SAK DAK CA, or near
enough. 6S seems OK but 7S may be
on but with three hearts in the mix will
settle for 6S.
Continued on page 10
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Marks

If 7S is on you can rest assured that we
will not have heard the end of partner’s
bidding and will not be left to play in
5S.

Marks
Yvonne Wiseman
Sam Malkani
Stewart Duguid
Janice Thomson
Sandy Anderson
Stuart McCreadie
Jim Tudor

Problem 1

Extracts from March’s
DecemberNovember’s

10
10
10
7
10
6
7

In the final of the Kennedy, held in
Edinburgh’s Melville club, Anne
Philipps and David Sands finished
3rd.

A Website with Heart
The ABU site migration is now
complete. From Better web space
(£95 pa) to Heart internet at £125
pa.
Any suggestions to how the
additional space can be utilised
will be welcome.

Have kindly agreed to again
sponsor the Summer
competition. It begins on 6th
May. More information can be
found on page 14 of the
bulletin.
Anyone looking for a partner,
please contact David
Wiseman 01563 860 387

30
27
27
27
27
23
23

Shall we give upper on the
Supper?
Some feedback received regarding
the popularity of the league’s
tea/supper break. To be discussed
further at the June meeting.

To date St. Leonards and the Bruce Clubs have submitted
representatives who will act as competition promoters within the
clubs. It is hoped more clubs will give this initiative a try.

F. Stevens 140.
J Lowe 50.
S Stevenson 145.

Editor Vacancy
It’s time for the Bulletin editor to pass on the batten. If
anyone would like to take on the job then please get in touch
with me. As much help and support as you need, will be given.
Jim Tudor 01563 830 130

10
7
7
10
7
10
10

Total

SBU Reps

300 Club, £50 & £25 Winners, March.
£50.00
£25.00
£25.00

10
10
10
10
10
7
6

Problem 3

+ News

Pollok Williamson -

Kennedy

Problem 2
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By Gordon Smith
The above title is the name of a hit 1965 single by The Fortunes, and I view it as a suitable title for
my latest attempt at putting finger to keyboard.
The Fortunes were formed in Birmingham and, coincidentally, the Ladies Home Internationals for
the Lady Milne Trophy were held in Birmingham recently, with Scotland fielding a team of
experienced players although all six were competing in new partnerships.
Northern Ireland defeated Scotland in the first of the five series of matches, then Scotland trounced
England. A narrow win followed for Scotland over Ireland and at this point, after play on the
Saturday, although Northern Ireland was leading, virtually all of the teams were still in with a chance
of the overall win.
Another narrow win for Scotland over the second English team (EBU) combined with the other
results in round four (especially Wales’s huge win over Northern Ireland) gave Scotland a good
lead, the first four placings being:1 Scotland
49.09
2 Northern Ireland
43.86
3 Wales
41.55
4 England
36.93
The final sixteen boards were very exciting to watch, and
with very few boards left in the final round, Scotland,
England and Wales were neck-and-neck.
When the dust had settled, a sizeable win for Wales over
Scotland and a bigger win for England over Northern
Ireland had resulted in the following final table:-

So its congratulations to Wales on having won the
Lady Milne Trophy for the first time since 1988. The
Northern Irish missed out on a possible first win in
30 years having lost their anchor pair after play on
the Saturday owing to a family illness.
In the fifth and final series
of matches the following deal caught my eye:-

1 Wales
2 England
3 Scotland
4 EBU
5 Northern Ireland
6 Ireland

Dealer W
E-W Vul

♠ AQ
♥ AQJ4
♦ AK96
♣ A93

♠ 7653
♥ K10975
♦ QJ10
♣ 10

N
W E
S

56.92
54.71
53.72
47.68
47.08
39.89

♠4
♥ 82
♦ 85432
♣ QJ742
♠ KJ10982
♥ 63
♦7
♣ K865

With the King of Hearts onside, 7S and 7NT both make, but two pairs were unable to reach successfully
even a small slam in either of these two denominations.
The result in the match between EBU and Ireland was a flat board, with EBU playing in 6S by South and
Ireland playing in 6NT by North, both Declarers making 13 tricks.
Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 11
Things were less straightforward in the other two matches.
Wales reached 6S via the following auction:-

N
S
2♣
2♠
2NT 3♠
5NT 6♠

While it went badly wrong for Scotland, despite, I believe, use of the excellent Kokish convention:-

There was even greater drama in the England v Northern Ireland match.

N
S
2♣
2♦
2♥
2♠
2NT 3♥
3♠
4♣
4NT 5♣
6♣ Pass

6C went two down,
and Wales gained
14 IMPs.

The English auction had a remarkable ending:N
S
2♣
2♠
2NT 3♣
3♥
3♠
4♣
4♦
4NT 5♣
5NT 6♠
7♥ Pass
The Northern Irish one was shorter, but it too had a twist at the end.
N
S
2♦
2♥
2NT 3♥
3♠
4NT
5♣
6♠
7♠ Pass
7H went 2 down, while the worries of the Declarer who played in 7S were
over when the H8 was led, and Northern Ireland gained 17 IMPs.
I asked Gordon for an explanation of the ‘Kokish’ convention as I’d never heard of it. Ed.
Kokish is - After 2♣-2♦, 2♥ can show either a natural forcing to Game hand or a stronger balanced hand than
(say) 23/24. Responder has to bid 2♠ and Opener's next bid shows the hand type. Kokish helps by avoiding
taking away bidding space with 2♣-2♦-3NT.
2♣-2♦-2♥-2♠-3♣ shows a very strong hand with Hearts and Clubs.
I think that all or most Kokish players use a 2♥ reply to 2♣ to show a REALLY poor hand, while the 2♦ reply is
simply a relay (and showing at least, say, a King or two Queens).
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Ronnie Alexander Teams
Friday 17th April.
Pos.

Kennedy Final

VPs

th

Sunday 26 April.

1

Pos Players

Score %

1

Christine Mcnaughton & Maurice Franchesci 65.00

2

Christine Mclaren & Brenda Wingate

62.08

3

David Sands & Anne Phillips

58.75

4=

Joe & Johanna Nolan

57.08

4=

Anita Robinson & Billy Ballantyne

57.08

6

Amanda Aberdour & Kairen Bergius

52.08

7

Ian & Anne Thomson

49.17

8

Margaret Rice & Wilma Gilmour

48.75

9

Paul Wilson & Jim Barclay

45.83

10

Crawford & Susan Russell

41.25

11

Freda Smith & Eleanor Macfarlane

40.42

12

Kathleen Marr & Margaret Kinghorn

40.00

13

Denis Howell & Sheila Butchart

32.50

2
3
4=
4=
6
7
8=
8=

National Pairs Final – Sunday 26th April
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Players
Mike Mcginley & Michele Gladstone
Maida Grant & Sheila Macdonald
Sandy Duncan & Jim Hay
Jim Tudor & John Bryson
Steve Pomeroy & Alisdair Mcleod
Ian Burn & Janice Thomson
Dougie Munroe & Julia Palmer
Steve Gray & Tom Lindsay
Kim Fryer & Tim Wickens
Andy Bonnes & Kirsty Goodman
Jim Mcmenemy & John Murdoch
Christopher Gurney & Thomson Kerr
Mike Ash & Alex Adamson
Stephen Peterkin & Sam Punch
Gordon Smith & Daihong Dai
Audrey Gammack & Ian Andrew

Total

10
Score
%
60.17
57.78
56.14
54.00
53.97
52.62
51.06
50.63
50.49
50.41
46.38
45.48
44.59
44.38
42.49
38.73

11
12
13
14

Henry & Libby Crone
Valerie Wood & Fred Dean
Angela McFarlane & Margaret Boyd
Isobel Smith & Sylvia Daly
Douglas & Stewart Denham
Alex O'Hara & Jackie McCrindle
Lorna & Colin McManus
Sadie Morton & Norma Kelly
Jean Parker & Margaret Dunlop
Vivienne McConechy & Anne Boyd
Maureen Rennie & Stewart McKechnie
Peter Thomson & Stewart Martindale
Anne Murdoch & Robert Tognarelli
Cathy Rawson & Isabella Dovaston
David Sands & Anne Phillips
Mike Reekie & Kate Wilson
Jane Carr & Margaret Withers
Ann Prigg & Alison Hughes
Ian Gregory & Sue Reynolds
Rosa Maxwell & Catherine Brown
Gordon Cunningham & Fiona Braid
Paul Wilson & Jim Barclay
Peggy Lawson & Audrey Patterson
Janice Rowberry & Lesley Brawn
Margaret Reilly & Thea Rae
Grace McVey & Maggie Borland
Hazel Leitch & Jo McChristie
Maureen Dorans & Frank McCarthy

171
163
140
139
139
133
131
128
128
127
126
117
104
74

A heat of the Celtic simultaneous pairs was
played at the ABC on Wednesday 22nd April.
Anne Braid & Jim Wilcox finished first on the
night.
Unfortunately when scored Nationally they
dropped to 50% ! On the up side – Alison and
Jim Tudor’s score rose by 10% 
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